STIPENDIARY LECTURERSHIP IN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY AT MAGDALEN COLLEGE, OXFORD

Salary: £13,513 – £14,330 p.a. pro rata

Applications are invited for a fixed-term Stipendiary Lecturership in Social and Cultural Anthropology, tenable from 1 October 2019 to 30 September 2020. The successful candidate will be required to provide six weighted hours of tutorial teaching per week of Full Term for Magdalen undergraduates taking the degrees in Archaeology & Anthropology and Human Sciences. Applicants should hold a doctorate or be close to completion. The successful candidate will need to show evidence of successful relevant teaching experience at undergraduate level, and must show the ability to provide a high standard of tutorial teaching in Social and Cultural Anthropology. The further particulars are located on the College website: www.magd.ox.ac.uk/job-vacancies. Applicants are asked to email a completed application, containing the cover sheet (including the names and addresses of two referees), a detailed letter, which sets out the subjects the candidate could offer to teach for the College, and a full curriculum vitae including a list of publications, to Miss Liz Howdill, Academic Administrator (liz.howdill@magd.ox.ac.uk) by noon on Friday 6 September 2019. Applicants should ask referees to email their references directly to the Academic Administrator by the same deadline without further prompting. Interviews are scheduled for the afternoon of Thursday 19 September 2018.

Magdalen College is an Equal Opportunities Employer.